
Rotokauri Rise Quality Urban Home on

790m2

Lisa Sigley

Negotiation

Sold $1,220,000

Land area 790 m²

Rateable value $1,160,000

 6 Taiatea Drive, Rotokauri

Welcome to 6 Taiatea Drive. . . set your GPS and head here. . its all happening at

Rotokauri Rise - including the road linking up in the next few months . . . . just

metres from Te Awa The Base Shopping plus the Rotokauri Transport hub. Your

2019 luxury 4 bedroom Urban home (with o�ice nook) ensuite, multiple living

areas, generous double garage and set on a big 790m2 section is the perfect

setting for a family of all ages. You'll quickly embrace the luxury upgrades that

our owners added when they were building - from choosing Oliver Turton to

design the interior - right down to the stainless inserts and spice racks in the

drawers, oh and the slider window in the scullery (to hand out food when having

your classic Kiwi BBQ), stone benchtops, shutters, attic storage with reinforced

�oor in the garage, luxury underlay, extra power points and USB plugs

throughout, and choosing the biggest section they could �nd. The future looks so

bright out here (copy and paste the property �le link below) discover all that

Rotokauri Rise is about to become. . . its going to bloom into a wonderful area

that's been well thought out - greenways, water areas, cycle trails, public

transport, schools, shopping. The owners tell us that their home is so lovely and

warm, its always sunny and bright, there's nothing that they'd change about it,

and say that the neighbours are so kind and friendly - a really nice area to be in.

Why did they choose Rotokauri Rise? They liked the "vision" and say the

developers are aiming for its residents to have a better way of living. Truly one of

a kind. . this is the perfect transition to an easier lifestyle.
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